Copy of some advice to a potential BOLIVAR Client
WHITE TRIPE or not ? This is the next question
If you want white tripe then you need to use H2O2 (Hydrogen Peroxide) as a whitening
agent. It works brilliantly and you can get an absolutely white end product that some clients
like very much, but this depends on the market involved. I am also attaching some
documents that you may find helpful in this regard.
I do not in any way consider myself an expert on the above issue, but nevertheless have a
good understanding of the problems involved. This advice is given to you in good faith and
not from an expert point of view.
In general my advice would be as follows:
You need two separate tanks to complement the BOLIVAR P-105V-- the first one should have
the H2O2 solution inside and the second one must have cold, clean water for rinsing.
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Start with the standard 35% H202 solution and look at the end product after a while. It
should be really excellent after leaving it in this solution for some time and then it
must be washed with clean cold water and then finished in a second lot of cold clean
water.
Normally the water in these tanks should be slightly overflowing all the time, with a
constant supply of fresh water to the tanks. Take some digital photos and WRITE
down all the steps you have taken during the process, otherwise after three or four
tests you will never remember which combination gave you the best results. I know
this from bitter experience !
Next step is to start to reduce the H202 concentration in say, steps of 10%, and
again watch, photograph and WRITE down the parameters you used and the results.
Settle on the LOWEST concentration H202 mix that you consider gives you the best
and most consistent results.
Remember, you have to have both repeatability and consistency of results,
otherwise you will have problems with your customer.
As I told you earlier there is no “ magic bullet” I can give you. You must make a lot of
trials and then settle on something that the operators can easily understand and more
importantly, implement.
You do NOT have Rocket Scientists to work with and this must be borne in mind.
From the time the Stomach is first opened you need to have a definite method from
that point to the end of the entire process and this needs to be written down for the
operators and must also be used to monitor their performance every day.
Management must know all the steps, all the time.

